Online Starter Kit

Don’t wait for morning to find out what your guards have been up to.

Monitor your guards from anywhere in the world.

Now with supervisor monitoring online.

---Robust ---Easy to use ---Low maintenance

HINTS AND TIPS

Expanding on a simple site:

With one magtouch system, purchase extra buttons for each additional point in zone and as many additional points as is needed on the site.

High priority site with multiple routes:

Purchase extra buttons for each guard doing multiple routes. Then set up the system to distinguish between each route and take out other units if per route.

One unit for multiple sites:

Avoid expensive operating costs by buying from area for downloading. Install an Online Unit in the supervisor version and at each site visit, the supervisor can upload the button data from. Reports can be generated and downloaded at the site visits.

Update your site to online:

No need to buy a new kit. Purchase only the Online unit and use the same buttons and points.

Time and attendance:

Each guard or supervisor has his own key ring. They can use this to identify themselves when signing in or a duty, or when the supervisor visits each site. This is the reason for the key to be used once per day.

Avoid costly report:

Check the button being used. This is the first sign that the button is being abused and the cheapest report. Log both cover of the button in the ODB book.

Read points in the wet:

Check the button being used. This is the first sign that the button is being abused and the cheapest report. Log both cover of the button in the ODB book.

Other interesting tips:

Optional external antenna available for your smart phone or tablet. Use the app to simulate the system. Send LIV to log a sheet. This is the best way to train your guard. It is also a very effective way to check guard procedures. For more information, please visit our website. www.magtouch.co.za

Extra modules available:

The Patrol Module tells you when a guard misses a point or fails to patrol. It can be set up so that if the guard does not also feel the button of the guard is also to be known when he next passes area. Supervisor modules allow you to view a detailed report of where your supervisor has been and when (time and date). Email Alerts Module will get your messages directly to your mobile phone or automated email system. Virtual Control Room Module allows you to monitor your guards from your computer even in a world where phases from any internet-enabled device.

Installation Guide

This guide is designed to assist you in the installation and operation of your MagTouch system. By following the instructions provided, you will be able to efficiently set up and monitor your guards. For more detailed information, please refer to our website: www.magtouch.co.za.